Official Warranty Certificate
Wavezone Application of
AIMS Fiberglass Grating System
for
ABC Oil Company
Area Block 123
MM/DD/YYYY
AIMS Job No. YYMMNN
This warranty is being offered to ABC Oil Company by AIMS INTERNATIONAL, INC. for the offshore fiberglass grating and handrail system to be
installed on the above titled platform(s) based on the following terms:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Provided AIMS prepares the fiberglass grating and attachment hardware drawings and details, and supplies the fiberglass grating and
attachment hardware for the fiberglass grating system; and
Provided that AIMS is permitted to install the fiberglass grating and handrail system, or should the installation of the fiberglass grating
system be performed by ABC Oil Company or its subcontractors, AIMS is permitted access to the work for inspection and final
approval; and
Provided that AIMS is allowed offshore access to the platform by ABC Oil Company to perform a post installation survey which is a
thorough and final inspection of the grating and handrail system offshore after the jacket has been installed, and after all field installed
components of the grating and handrail system have been installed, and provided that AIMS is permitted to make all necessary
corrections; and
Provided that, if a loss of grating occurs resulting from wave action, or if ABC Oil Company is unhappy with the performance of the
grating and handrail system, and the terms of Items 1, 2, and 3 above have been met, AIMS is permitted access to the offshore platform
for the purpose of verifying that the loss of grating or complaint was the result of AIMS’ design and/or installation.

Should the terms of Items 1, 2, 3, and 4 of this warranty be met, and if the Verification Survey of Item 4 determines that AIMS’ design and/or
installation was the cause of the loss or complaint, AIMS will provide replacement material, free of charge, inclusive of all grating and grating
attachment hardware, F.O.B. your shore base within a timely period after verification of loss or complaint. Further, the offshore labor to correct the
situation will also be provided by AIMS free of charge. All offshore transportation from the shore base to the platform of AIMS material and personnel
in conjunction with this warranty to be provided by ABC Oil Company. The term of this warranty is for a period of three (3) years beginning with the
completion of the offshore installation of our grating and hardware or the post installation survey (warranty initialization survey), whichever comes
last.
Should ABC Oil Company want to extend the warranty beyond the initial three (3) year term, please contact our offices to arrange for a Warranty
Extension Survey. AIMS will then provide an engineer/technician to perform this survey. The offshore transportation associated with this survey
shall be supplied by ABC Oil Company. Should any repair items or discrepancies be found during this renewal survey, and if AIMS is permitted to
repair or correct these discrepancies, the Official Warranty Certificate will be extended for another three (3) year term. The Warranty can be
extended on three (3) year intervals up to a maximum of five (5) times. After the warranty initialization survey, future surveys associated with grating
losses from properly installed systems will be provided on AIMS’ account. Costs related to the warranty initialization survey, as well as subsequent
warranty extension surveys, will be invoiced by AIMS at the scheduled rates in effect at that time. Payment is required to activate warranty coverage.
Offshore Inspection by: <Name of AIMS Inspector>
Date of Warranty Initialization Survey: MM/DD/YY
Warranty Expiration Date: <Three years from date of survey>
Warranty applies to specific areas identified in drawings: <List drawing numbers here>.
_________________________________
AIMS International, Inc.
Rodney H. Masters
President

___/___/___
(Date)

Warranty is null and void without an AIMS warranty initialization survey and without a signed warranty certificate. This document is very
important. Please retain a copy for your records. A valid copy is required to initiate all requests for warranty claims.
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